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Great Lakes Theater (GLT) creates a stormy spectacle with its production of William Shakespeare’s

“The Tempest,” playing now through April 26, 2015 at the Hanna Theatre at Playhouse Square.

Audiences will get swept into the story, as director Drew Barr moves the tale along with a capable

cast.
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The show begins with passengers aboard a ship that is

being tormented by a tempest. When they are forced to

abandon ship, they are washed away to different parts of a

mysterious island. What they don’t know, is that the

summoned storm was no accident - a vengeful wizard on

that island is to blame!

Inhabiting the island is Prospero (David Anthony Smith), a

powerful magician who was banished to the island many

years ago by his brother Antonio (Jonathan Dyrud) and

conspiring King Alonso (Dougfred Miller). His only solace over the years has been his daughter

Miranda (Katie Willmorth). In his service is the spirit Ariel (Ryan David O'Byrne), who was released from

bondage and is now beholden to Prospero’s demands. Rounding out the island group is the

wretched monster Caliban (J. Todd Adams), who (along with Ariel) inhabited the island before

Prospero arrived.

According to the GLT teaching guide, “Many scholars believe that Prospero embodies Shakespeare’s

goodbye to theater.” The play is complex and has many symbolic visual and philosophical elements.

Prospero’s breaking of his own staff, the eventual release of the spirit Ariel, and the creation of the

storm itself all relate to the imprisonment of and the breaking free from a power that binds both body

and mind.

It is difficult to find sympathy with Prospero. Smith’s portrayal is strong and commanding, but the

character himself is not that likeable. He does have moments of quiet and wistfulness, but he is not

overly loving towards Miranda, he is unsympathetic to Ariel, and he is outright cruel (maybe rightly so)

to Caliban. His rage and need for revenge is so focused that there is a slight lack of humanity in the

portrayal. Wouldn’t we all be ticked off at being banished? Of course. But perhaps a few more layers

of vulnerability could help this character go from unlikeable to more relatable.

The standout performances come from the original island creatures, Ariel and Caliban.

O'Byrne‘s Ariel arrives all in white, at first physically bound by a straight-jacket, yet looking focused,

energized and ethereal. Every time he steps on to the stage there is a pickup of energy and a

curiosity about what magic he can conjure. His white wardrobe is stunning and his mannerisms

command attention. He is a benevolent energy. There is a diligent presence in his every movement

and word, and when he’s on the stage you cannot take your eyes off of him.

Adams’ Caliban is the antithesis of Ariel, as he’s clad in black leather pants, made pale and given a

Marilyn Manson-type look that is made creepier by his twisty physicality. His crawling and clawing

along with his eerie line-delivery makes him a terrifying thing to behold. He is conniving and

disturbing, looking to only induce pain. Supposedly the original ruler of the island, we wonder if he

has a right to be so hateful under Prospero’s reign? Or has his viciousness always been at the core of
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his being?

The rest of the ensemble has been well-directed to fill out the storyline. Although the characters of

Miranda and Ferdinand (Patrick Riley) are a bit one-note, their romantic relationship is sweet. The

comic duo of the pattern-clad Trinculo (Dustin Tucker) and drunken-mess Stephano (Tom Ford) is a

welcome levity to the dramatic action happening around them.

The designers have collaborated beautifully to create an interesting space for this mystical place. A

large two-story metal structure is center stage, with the bottom portion containing giant hinged doors

made up of opaque reflective panels. It creates a central playing space that gives a colorful height

and depth to the many spaces of the island. The look is easily changed from stark and scary, to warm

and whimsical. It is perfect for the highs and lows of the show. The addition of white, plastic semi-

opaque drops act as everything from water and sails to curtains and silhouette-makers. Scenic

Designer Russell Metheny and Lighting Designer Rick Martin have put together a visually interesting

stage.

The sound (by Matt Tierney) pans across the crowd, giving and all-enveloping feel, and the costumes

(by Kim Krumm Sorenson) invoke the right notes for each character. Special kudos to Sorenson for

her white plastic wedding ceremony dresses on the spirits – it’s not every day you see a plastic gown

looking so chic!

Overall, the production is a respectable piece that captures much of Shakespeare’s magic. With a

cohesive cast and delightful design elements, director Drew Barr has presented a solid production.

“The Tempest” runs now through April 26, 2015 at the Hanna Theatre. Tickets range in price from $15-

$70 (Student tickets are $13). To order or to get more information, call 216-241-6000, visit online at

GreatLakesTheater.org, or stop by the Playhouse Square Ticket Office.
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